Required Bill of Sale
Instructions -- April 2021, SGLLC
When purchasing a group of goats that have the same data except for ear tag, only one row
needs to be filled and the ear tags may be listed separately.

Breeder

DOB/Year

Sex

Dam Breeder/Bloodline(s) or Tag or
Registration #

Sire Breeder/Bloodline(s) or Tag or
Registration #

Register y/n/?

Signature of Guarantee

This is the breeder (not the owner) of the goat being sold. If you do not know
then contact SGLLC. It is nearly impossible to verify goats if the breeder is
not known. We reccommend purchasing goats from SGA Verified and SGR
Certified Listed Breeders.

If the actual Date of Birth is not known then we are looking for the year.
Otherwise look at teeth and take an educated guess.
Sex of the goat being sold.

The breeder and bloodline of the Dam and Sire is essential to register a goat
as a particular bloodline. Otherwise the goat will be registered as a PSG -Pure Spanish Goat on the Dam and/or Sire side. The Dam and Sire are part
of tracking genetics and purity of the Breed -- we are not asking for the actual
goat Dam and Sire, just the breeder of the Dam and Sire and bloodline. If the
breeder of Dam is not known then contact SGLLC. If you know the
registration number of the dam then just list that.

The Seller/Breeder has to indicate they agree to the DNA Registration of the
goat(s) being sold in order for SGR to accept samples on the goat(s).

In order for the BOS to be valid, the seller/breeder must sign the document. If
for some reason this is not possible, the seller/breeder may contact SGLLC.

Required Bill of Sale Templates can be found on the SGLLC WEBSITE ~ www.spanishgoatsllc.com

Please direct all questions to: spanishgoatsllc@gmail.com ~ 888-463-5999

